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Languages in Europe and their diachronies
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Feb - July 2021
Apply by 15 Jan 2021
Content of the course

“Languages in Europe and their diachronies” will introduce students to an interdisciplinary way of studying the past and present of languages. Students will be involved in small linguistic and computational historical linguistic projects aiming at an advanced knowledge of the methodology of describing, analyzing and explaining the grammar and the development of ancient languages.

Programme:
“Languages in Europe and their diachronies” is a blended-learning programme that consists of an intensive online winter school (February 2021), an online workshop and an intensive summer school that will take place on the island of Naxos, Cyclades, Greece (July 2021).

Conditions of application

This course is opened to BA, MA and PhD students at the CIVIS member Universities and working in the fields of linguistics, languages (Classical Languages - Medieval, Modern European Languages), history, archaeology, classics or medieval literature.

To apply for this mobility course, please send an email to nlavidas@uoa.gr with a short statement in English specifying the reasons for your interest in the online winter school (& workshop) and the summer school by 15 January 2021.

Interested in our short-term mobility courses?
Learn more at civis.eu/en